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Metrological approaches to Earth
Observation in relation to GCOS
requirements

THE SCIENCE OF MEASUREMENT
Science, trade, manufacturing, public safety etc need
measurements and data that are
•
•
•
•
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Stable over time
Insensitive to the method of measurement
Uniform worldwide
Based on references that can improve

Metrology as a discipline has developed conventions,
methodologies and mathematical techniques to meet these
requirements ever more precisely

Earth Observation

Climate is difficult to measure.
… for climate

applications

… requires data that are

Stable over time
– so data can be compared across decades meaningfully
Insensitive to the method of measurement
– so data from different sensors (and techniques) can be combined
Uniform worldwide
– so data from different sources can be combined
Based on references that can improve
– methods will improve over time as new technologies are available
– harmonisation should not be at the expense of improvements

FIDUCEO
Fidelity and Uncertainty in Climate
data records from Earth Observation

• Key idea: develop a widely applicable basis for
the metrology of Earth observation including
historical satellite missions
• The motivation is to establish “uncertainty‐
quantified” evidence base for long‐term
climate and environmental change from EO
systems
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Satellite‐
era
archives

Metrological
methods to:
• Calculate
uncertainty
• Harmonise
across series

•
•
•
•

AVHRR
HIRS
AMSUB
MVIRI

New L1
FCDRs

www.fiduceo.eu

• BTs
• Reflectances
• Components of uncertainty

CDRs
(example
s)

• Surface T
• Water
Vapour
• Aerosol
• Albedo

GCOS in FCDR users’ survey
• 75% FCDR users respond to GCOS‐154 requirements
• But the requirements raise many questions
– ‘ “accuracy” not correctly used, not well defined ’
– ‘ GCOS doesn’t correctly distinguish types of error ’
– ‘ requirements are an oversimplification ’

• GCOS should adopt international norms from
measurement science to communicate its requirements
for climate measurements effectively
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Fundamental Climate Data Record (FCDR) :
harmonised radiance record from which
CDRs for one or more ECVs can be derived

• BTs
• Reflectances
• Components of uncertainty

CDRs
Rigorous propagation of
L1 uncertainty
• Scale of effect
• Correlation of errors

L2, L3

• Surface T
• Water
Vapour
• Aerosol
• Albedo

Validate
uncertainty with

GCOS in FCDR users’ survey
• 75% FCDR users respond to GCOS‐154 requirements
• But the requirements raise questions
– ‘ “accuracy” not correctly used, not well defined ’
– ‘ GCOS doesn’t correctly distinguish types of error ’
– ‘ requirements are an oversimplification ’

• Strong requirement emerged for FIDUCEO:
– FIDUCEO 8: FCDRs and documentation should support CDR
creators to assess the expected performance of derived CDRs
against quantitative requirements, such as those of … GCOS
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E.g. GCOS 154 requirements

Errors have scales

By “Accuracy” GCOS means
“total standard uncertainty”
of product values.
An instantaneous, point
measure of total uncertainty
from all sorts of errors.

Constancy of long‐term bias

Simulation of snapshot SST error / K
Optical Radiometry for Ocean Climate Measurements (EMPS Vol 47)
Chapter 4.3

Complex dependence of uncertainty on scale

Example: Uncertainty in monthly ENSO variability in SST largely not
determined by the instantaneous uncertainty

If you compare two measurements on different space‐time scales the
dominant sources of uncertainty in that difference change.
See blog article http://www.fiduceo.eu/node/237

Data from ESA CCI Sea Surface Temperature and National Centre for Earth Observation (UK)
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Informing future space missions
How do we turn …

... into FCDR‐level requirements?
Not trivial, especially if consider climate
climate‐data
data user
requirements at intermediate scales of application
Design of orbit, calibration, retrieval, harmonisation
Specifying an “accuracy” target here …
... only weakly constrains the requirement here

• Producers CDRs are responding to GCOS
requirements
• Limitations of GCOS formulations
– Terms not adhering to international norms
– Neglects intermediate scales in climate science
– No clear constraint on evolution of space assets

• FIDUCEO addressing: FCDR CDR  GCOS
• Research needed: GCOS  FCDR  mission
•
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